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beingual edUtation needs is that of the technical quality, of evaluative
instruments,that are being used in the assessment of bilingual languagt'

, profiCiency and dominance. 'Determiningthe quality of such instruments
is crucial, especiqlly in that they are often relied upon aS both .

entrance and exit criteria for bilingual and ESL programs. The follow-
ing,analYsis of one such instrutent maINserve as an example of same of.
the types of evidence of'test reliab ity and validity Chat should-be
looked.for by test userswhen select g appropriate instruments.
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The durrent literature in languag evaluation verifies,many'of the
"abuses, misuses, and malpractices" identified ,by Pena and Bernal (1978).
These include, to mention a E,-;/, invalid practiceg intest translation,
test importation, inappropriate addition of points, little or no report-
ing of technical data, etc. In, addition to these, we see at times the use
.of valid measures in age groups fof which they are not valid, unrealistic
Fraininz or equipment required,for proper .administration of the instru-
ment, test reliabilSty data presented as evidence of overall teStpvalid=
ity, or excellent reporting of technical data in a statistical form that
would be incomprehentibi)e to most individuals who might be in positions
to read it-or interpret,it. In short, this author suggess that an
unnecessary "communication gap" exists within Ihe spectrum of those
inVolvd in bilingual language assessment. ,This paper addresses primarily
fhe communication gap between test developers and test users. The
researth cited in this paper is reported for the,purpose of'identifying
types of evidence that should exist'for language assessment instruments.
The implication is not'that all_local test users should conduct inde-
pendent evaluations of.instruments before purchasing them,-but rather
that users be sure.to purchase only instruments that hav,"been subject
to several types of reliabilit, and-Validitv checks.

'For this author's experince'in test evaluation,,as well-as for
partn.of a needed experiment in t:ie bilingual program of the Rochester
city schools, an instrument was selected for analysis thao was as new ns
possible. This was done to avoid influence of other asSessments that
'might have been done of an Old'er instrumett. The author also chose to
,work with an instrUment that made use of_mare than.one testingtechnique,
and that did riot re4i upon a lot of :_ime tbr adMinistration or expensive
materials. The test evaluated ,was the Language Assignment Umpire, which
was designed by Bernard Cohen in-1976.1 At 'theitime of the study (Spria9,

1978), the test was in its fieidtesting phase several areas of the
couptry.
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For this study, the L.A.U. was administered to 126.students (64
boys,. 62 girl's; 61 born in the United States, 61 born in Puerto Rico,
4 born elsewhere). The table below specifies the grade end program
categories of the Students. tested. Three bilingual test adMinistritors
participated in the collection of data;-all of whom were experimed in
working 'with these age groups and'vere trained thoroughl, in the admin-
istratjot of the T.A.U.

STUDENTS ADMTNISTERED THE L.A.U. IN TH.. PRING OF 1978

Group
Grad

4th 5th 6th 7th . 8th

'School

total

bilingual program)

B (experimental; bilingual
program for five years)

(control; Spanish-speaking
students cwith,five years
in traditional program)

19 17 * 18

ami

ale INN/. _

alb alig

22 15

54

21 14 35

Total number 4f students tested: 126

(Note'For the comparison phase of research, a few students intGroups B
and C -were omitted becau!se'they did not meet the criterion of living in
the United States for at, least five years. Witi-yhose students omitted,
there were 19 seventh graders and 13 eighth/graders in each group.)

Description 6E t e

The L.A.U. author's objective is to measure a ,child's abilit:( to
receive language, utilize the-language for-cognition and produce language.
,ThereEore, it does not contain separate Sections for information regard-
ing separate linguiStdc component's of language, i.e., phordology,
morphology, syntax,-and semantics, or separate sectldpns for the four

, ski4s areas,of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Rather it is
composed of four typ.es of verbal tasks that, in order to be ,carried out
depend on an oveFall receptive and active knowledge Of the languages
being tested. Since this original study was completed, the' has

been revised. Therefore, specific test items or resul%s that have .since
beenrOutdated wiil'hot be emphasized. Instead the type Of analysis that
was made of tFle instrument will be outlined.

The L.A.T.- containsAour parts, all of whi'ch are, a iflistered first
. -

in Svanish and then in English. Since thi'S research inVolved SpaniSh/
Eaglish bilingual students; the noft-Eng/is*h sectlba iL1 here be-referTed

to as the Spanish section, Host descriptions and' general comments,
ever, are applicable as well to other language f.orms'of the test. The

test is presented orallY and individually, with the student receiving all
cues withot any written or visual stimull. Under most conditions, the
test is cowpleedt-ithih six to eight minuees.



L.A.U. ,Part I is a sentence memory task, in wnich the student is
asked to repZat the phrase or sentence that,the administrator reads
only once The sentences are presumably ordered 4,increasing length
and difficulty)) After three consecutive mistakes, he administrator
stops and moves on to the following section. Sencences are not'--
scored as incorrect if there is a pronunciation or intonation difference
between ?hat the administrator states and what the.student repeats.2
1Neither is a response scored asincorrect if,there is a syntactic Change
produted'by the student that does not affe'ct overall understanding of
the language and concepts involved.3

-Part II contains 28 le)ccal IEems for which the student provides-
svnonvms. One word is given, and the student is as,ked to giVe a word
tlaat means,the same thing. Correct,responses are provided in the test
manual.for the administrator, who, stos after two consecutive mistakes'.

S.

Part III of the L.A.U. is a seetion in which the tudent is asked
to provide an'antonvm for the words given. There is'again,'in this sec-,
tion as well as in the first two sections,,some flexibility of syntattic
form.4. In this section, again, the admihistrator stops dUestioning and
moves'on to the- following section after the student has made two con-
Fcutive mistakes.

Part IV contains a digit reversal'task, Tle-student hears a tom-
bination of vo, three, foilr, or five n9mbers.. ,He hears this combinatiOni
only once. As an example, ye cite "3-0-2." The student then reverses
the numbers, stating; ta this case, "2A-3." These\-items are'arranged
in order of difficulty', with'no single digit appeiring more than once in
any combination of, numbers It is terminated afdEr'two consecutive
erroneous, respbnses.

Scoring of the L U. is done ov adding the number of correct,
responses per section': The sections .6r each language are thed added,
and a total score derived for each language.

ReliabilitY

The first check of the L.A.U.'s relTability lgvolved the inter-rater
variability in scoring. A group of 37 students 1;as taped by one rater
during the admihistratIon of the test. Later, the other two raters
involved in the study'each listened to the tapes and rescored each of the
37 students. Inter-rater correlations were then determined for separate
test parts as well as for total scores.

I.

The second type of renability to be determined was test/retest
liability of the L,A.U. A group of 25 students was retested after a

lapse of six months* 3ecause of the individual,niture of language
improvement, sc.ores'were not expected to correlate perfectly. However, a
payttern of geneial inc.rease in score was loitked for.

Alternate form reliability -,:yas not determined for the L.A.U. because
the alternate form, which is now available, was not available at the time
of the original testing.

t,
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A split-half met a of checking internal consistency of the L.A.U.
was considered. This m thod is uSually done systematically, e.g., odd-.
,nualbered items in one half;and'even-numbered items in the other half.
'Because of the L.A.U. proCedure of terminating,test-parts after the
student has answeced two itemi incorrectly, this method of reliability
analySis*was Considerecl_ to be. inappropriate.'

'The results of the L:A.U. reliability tests indicated that there is
high reliabilitY in the ilistrument.5 The.slight variability in snoring
creates no significant-difference in cdmparing scores of ane rater to
those of another. However, since ;here, were two rater involved in a
comparison study Which was a Separate part Of the rdsearch,the differ-
ence in rating,,was exactly determined,, and the\scores of one rater were
-adjusted to account for t* slight Variability.6

The validity of the L.A.U.,was examined by a number of procedurtis.
The three basic classes of valiffity as defined 'by the Ameri'can PSychb-
logical Association, i.e., content, tonstruct, and cancurrent validity,
would,be determined by statistical and'linguistic analyses.

The first of tnese, content valicifity, being primarily rational, js
usually determined by the opinions of eiperts as to the extent that the
test is a reasonable sampling of the domain being evaluated. This

. implies judgment of how well thg test- repreients the domain as-defined
by the author of the test. Because this work,was don4 independently, on
a small scale, and not as 4 forMal validation of the instrument, these
common practices were altered a bit. First of all, the rationale and
ippropriateness of the sampling' were evaluated 'without consultation with
a team of experts. Secondly, each L.A.U. part was evarilated for its
possible validity in measuring proficiency as well as the author's objec-
tive of identifying language dominance.

The follawing six issues were exami ed for each of the test parts:

1. The lingUistic components sampled in the task,
. The :type of cognition involved in the task-. /

The objectivity in scoring of tfle part.
The appropriateness of item selection'for the population
tested. .

5. The increase_in dif.ficulty amOng items.
6. The comparability of the English and Spanish sections of the

.

part,

Part I, since.it is made up of' sentences rather than isolate- lexical
'items, was anilyzed in greater detaiL The first four ite;is are impor--

tant to be determined in any instrument. In terms of the L.A.U., items

5 and 5 are crucial. Since tlle auti-(or's objective is to discriminate
between,various stdudent levels b7 terminating the section after the
student has reached three items out of his-range of abilitq, a very
gradual increase is necessary to be able to discriminate between students



of siilar abilities. .The cionparability of difficulty of the Englah
and Spanish sections'is also crucial,especially if language totals art
compared for interpretation orresUlts.

In Considering issUes 5 and 6, in the sentence repetitiOn task,
item counts'were taken for 'numbers of words,'phonemes, morphemes), and'

syllables in each'item.: The exaOmation of word and morpheme counts7'
is of interest to determine whether,the progressions from sentence,1 to .

sentence 17 in Spanish, and from sentence 1 tO'sehtence 17 in English,
are of*graduallY dncreasing length. The takis of sentence repetition
demands short,term memory, yhich is a. function of, among other things,
the length of the utteranice to he repeated,. All other-things being
equal, it is atsUmed t;aat the shorter of rwojpentences will be more
easily retained'for subsequent repetition.. 3-ince all other things art'
never'equal, and since syntactic complexity and lexical familiarity
appear to be important factors in short-term memory, the relative.
lengthd of sentences must be viewed as'but ane contributory factor in
the relative difficulty of utterances. The examination of.syllable8'
and phoneme counts is also of interest in cOnsidering the progression
of length within th;e Spanish section and'the English section.

In comparing the Spanish and English sections with one another, the
Word and morpheme CoUnts are of little interest, because of the synthetic ,
nature of Spanish and the analytic nature of English. The sllable and
phoneme counts, homtver, are of interest. The syllEne count is not a
complecely.accurate means of comparing utterance length'in SpaniSh and
English. This i due to the much higher incidence in English 'of long

syllable (CVC, CCVC, CVCC, etc.) than in Spanish; which has a higher
percentaAe of CV syllables (Delattre 1965:41), Combined with the Pho-

neme count, however,'it serves ta give a fairly good picture.of relative
utterance lengthtin Spanish.and.English.9

'1 In Adition; for all oarts-Aher than the digit, reversal taslr, the
frequency of usage of. the variou lexical items was consideyed. *Word

frequency lists are typically based on adult 'samples of wTitten,language.,
Adult.vocebtgaries can contain lexical items'that vary considerably from
te.more commonly used lexical items'by children. However, since there
are no lexical frequency lists available in English and Spanish for the
ages involved id this research, the adult lists were used as the only'
criterion avalilable.1°

Although a11 of these linguistic components play some role in the
relative difficulty of items, the faCtor of graiter significance in the
case of Part I is that of syntax... In am analysis of this-factor, each
L.A.U. item was'examined for thesurface complexity of its'!ssyntax and
variety of verb tenses: ,Althou.gh it is possible,to analyze the syntactic
structure of these'sentences ift tha greatest detail of their deep struc-,
ture, rules, and transformations required for their, production, this type
of complex analysis was unnecessary 6o satisfy the objectives of this

'tresearch.

The followig table illustrates the type of sy--atactic description
done for each Part I item:
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L.A.U. PART I. SENTENCE MEMORY

Item Tenag Syntax

Peresent

Present

-Present

Present

Present

Pres. lprogr.

Pres. progr.

Preent

NP have NP

.NP V NP (V NP.),
S complement

'N aux-V Adv-P Adv-P
pl, Ioc teMp.

, NP be Adv
temp

Adj
S(

NP
pl

do-ing NP
pl

)-

N aux-V NP
S ca ple

;

e'it
6' ap Adv-PIPP]

1 c

P1 -,,

NP aux-V Adv-Ploe Ad7 --p (PPllo d

NP and N (NPI,T Adv-P[PP] )
pl

S relative
tempPl

.

-

N
pl

aux-V NP Adv-P(PP]
temp

that

s
(NP V PP)
subordinate (ath'rerbial)

The English and Spani h,sections were fo!.tnd to
thea)cctUrrence of au _14aries, embeddings, and
section At the time, hawever, contained maggipAn4

t
the English section.

be rbughly comparable in
modifiers. The Spanish
,a verb tenses than did

The reader is reminded d4at in addressing issues 5 and 6 in Part I,
no single count V any one of these.linguistic factors can be-relied upon
solely as evidence of item difficulty; or of the camparability of the
English' and Spanish sect1,ons. However,,it could be said that an item
was inappropriatelY introduced'if it shdiwed a sudden increase of diffi-
culty in several of these factors simultaneously.

7.)

As previously men!ioned, the L.A.U. procedure of terthinating testing
of parts after a certain number of student errors calls for very gradual
increase of difficulty. If ane item is inappropriately placed, no great
problem arises. However, if two inappropriately difficult items (three
items in Part I) occur consecutively, then very often a wall is created
that few students surpass. This is undesirable, in that such a."wall
effect" terminates the section for students who may not be similar at all ,

in proficiency of the particular language. If such a wall occurs ta early
items, this -is eapecially serious. For comparability purposes, walls at
-different-points, i.e., a,part I English wall otcurring in items 10, 11,
and 12 and a-Spanish wall occurring on items 5, 6, and 7 would e espe-

cially serious, in that they would create radically diffLrent scores for
students who are actually equally proficient in both*Languages. The

L.A.U..method of totaling the number of responses rather than assigning
the last item answered correctly s the score is effective in minimizing
the effecd of such walls.
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To determine construct validity, one intra-test method carried'
Out w-as that of corre1ati test parts to each other. Of the 126 Students
whe Were administered the L.A:q., 18 were known to be "balanced" bilingtali.
This was determined if both the student and all five of his or her teachers
agreed On the student's blingualit'i Although,the number is Small, the
English and Spanish parts could be statistically correlated. If the
Engsh,and th'Spantish sections were in fact-comparable in difficulty,
thenjlikorrelations and similar ranges of responses wbuld be expected.
There w high correlations in\this case, although they were misleading.
The English total scores were in the range.of 7-61 qprrect responses,
while the Spanish, total scores:were in the range of 7-47. The high carre-
lations, indicating a pattern'of lwer Spanish sccires than English scores
for students who are balanced'bilidguals, demonstrated that revisionwould
have to be dane in making the Spanish section and the English section more
comparable.

Criterion-related validity is concurrent if the twomeasures are
adminfStered-at roughly- the same time, and predictive if the measure
being validated'is correlated with scores of a measure that is adminis-
tered after a time lapse. Concurrent.validitv of the English section of
Ehe L.A.U. was determined with'data,available from xeading scores.of the
Metropolitan AChievement Test. Predictive validity was determined with
the English section of the Language Assessment Battery, which'was adminis-

.tered after a time lapse of six months.

Findings

Many of the results,of these validity studies are both jxtensive to
relate and in part o,utdated due to recent L.k.U.,item revision. In

general, however, it can be said that-at the time, the I.U. item selec-
tion was more appropriate in its English section than in its Spanish
section. The English section, as' illustrated on Figure 1, was found to
identify students who performed either very well'or very poorly, but it
tended to inflate'the s'cores of some students who were in.the mid-range
of abilities. A small norming sample tentatively suggsted that the L.A.U.
Spanish scores were 1-1'0 points,below the English scores for monolingual
students of each language. A further finding was that the yaliditT of the
'English.section decreased'as student age increased.

In terns of the validity of the L.A.U. parts, the followin conclu-
sions were drawn:.

The sentence memory task was found to be a valid measure of English
proficiency, especially for the younger (4th and 5th grade) students,
correlating in the range of .750-.871 with the extern:al criteria of the
reading section of the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the' English
section of the Language Assessment Battery. Although the English and
Spanish sections were.not comparable at the time in sentence length,
lexical difficulty, and use of irerb tenses, the cOvlusion was drawn that
the tec:mique of sentence memory can be valid foradentifying language*
dominance andlanguage proficiency.
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Figure 1.. L.A.U. English mid-range "infl*ation."

The svnonym task requiring bothFord *lowledge and semantic process-
ing'did not:correlind well with Axtetnal c *eria ith correlations

suggesting that the English item Ikle'cijon ,00 easy and.that,the
Spanish item selec-tion*Was, too dffiult The formarion of synonymS is a

,
skill that.has ,been found to be, ifficult'for bilingual children. It has

:been shown that bilingual chilOen.have greater flexibility pi thought'
than monolingual children (Lamtert.and TuCker, 1972). Further evidence
(g,en-Zeev, 1975) indicates tVat bilA,Aguals are more aware of:fine sletafls
in claSsifying words into c,#tegoties than Are monolinguals. ,Th4s acute
sense of distinction may apCount'for the bilingual students! hesitation

to resp,ond to items with anything but an exact'synonym. The.acceptable
L.A.U.-resPonses to_the item 'baby2. ('kid,' 'child,: ind
perhaps not be acceptable to many bilingual Oildren since 'ki;4' 'and-

'child' a not'perfett v synonymous with 'baby.'

These observations are hot meant to suggest that Synonym tests should .

be used with bilingual students. However, it is necessary.that the
ttems selected for use in this task .1-1a,.ie very cioselT associated siwiRQn_zFs,.:

and not simply related items. The 'small-tiny,' 'lindo-bon2.to;,symOrTi7, re

more appropriate than are the 'stove-oven,' 'ver-mirar'-related-,item
types.
-

.
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s. The L.A2U. antonvM,e4k correlated'very well:with external criteria,
.and the conclusionewas drawn that dhe technique'can b4 a valid measure.of
,determining language proficiency.- At the time,,the SDanlsh section .eon-

\. tained more'eommon4ly: 'Used items'than did the English setti6; and the
s'etions are apt cOmple(ly'compaiable'for the identification of'language,
dominance.

;The-cognition of the production ,antonyms is similar to the,cogni-
ticm involvethin thw.prOduttion of sy otyms. The differtnce is that the
production of antpnyms is "easier.' In the'administration'of dhese tasks

'in the L..A.T.L, Vygotsky!s Cl4im.'(1.96.2:88) that'the child_is more aware of
, differences than,6f.,similarities'was found to be strikingly true. Many
studOts needed seyeral praetices before underetanding what was expected .

of them in the synonyms section, but they seemel to understand and produce
'opposites with muthigreater ease., Thls is due, in part, tothe lact,that
'synonyms'ean be,fepresented La-only one way, whereas antdnyms.can take the
form of either con.tradictbries, contraries; or converses,.1,1 'Therefore,
ttie indivtduar it °Tien to many more possibilities for one cee in the pro-,

-duction of 'antonyms.. This maysugges0Othat tht antonym-task IS' more'
appropriate forryoUnger Childe4n than is the synonyMtask.

.

The.L.AX. digit reversal' task correlated poDrly with the various
levels.of the MET and the LAB -(.169 to .445). Mete low-correlations
indicate, as'expetted,that ,the task of'digit reeersal is only partially
ae'indication Of a stbdent:'s command of ianiguage, Digit reveraal,'in.
fact, measures somtthing more than comMand 'of language., The task is
partially.of the type, that= has-been'labelea as a 'Skill at auditory
organization of verbal material,R a skfll whidfi bilinzuals'have been
found to perform better than monolinguals ,(Ben-Zeev, 1.1975). ;t is also
related to ,relerSal shif-~,, tasks which determine an ability to classify
and reclassify data. A1though it can'say very liAtie about_relative
lihguage,proficiency,'It was found,to beUseful as a supplement in
identifying language dominance.

There are indeed advaneages and disadvantages to be found in any type
of measurement inttrumept. Also, the careful examination to which the
-1.A.U. was subjected in this:iresearch wOuld'uhcover-methodolOgical dis-
advantages in any instrument. .The adVantages; then, of the L.A.U. must
not be overlooked.

,One merit of the LIA.U,. is that it incorporates four techniques into
:one instrament thtis avoiding the assessment of the language of children
in' sihgle way. 'The instrument,,with same item revision, is ,culturally

.fair'an&can easily be transferred-into several lankuages. It can be
administered qUickly, rievires a-minimum'a3ount of training for its
aamieistration', and ddet'not rely on expensive equipment or materials chat
Could significantly increase educational costs. -,Once L.A.U. has been
revised,Che results can be easily' interpreted for educational purposes.

The L.A..U. ibilingual edu-a ion

Of further interest may be the' fac: that the L.A.U. was used as part
of a compariso, study in the effectiveness of the bilingual program in
Rochester. The criteria used fa the selection of students in this



comparison study are:listed in the table 1Delow. For this study,. the L.A.U.
English and Spanish scores of Spanish-speakinitstudents who had been edu-
cated iDilingually (Group 3) were compared to scores of Spanish-speaking
students whd'had been educated solely-in English (Group C). S.cores from

the Metrioprolitan Achievement Test, the Language Assessment Battery; and a
language, classification identified by the school system.vere also used-in
the,comparison. The results of tha study, althou6 simplified here, indi-
cated that the students educated bilingually were hot perfprming as weql in
English as were 'the-Spanish-speaking students who are educated in.English,
and that all Spanish-speaking students in the study were performing slightly
below monolingual Englishspeaking studentsof the same ages. The con- ,

sistenc7 of the 16wer English scores of Group'B can beseen in:Figure 1.
The L.A.U. synonym task was the part'that particularly lowered the scores
of Group B students. The lowerscores'most probably occurried because some
.of the items in the. synonym section callad,for responses-that were related
lexical items (e.g. "store-oven" and "baby-child") but'not:neCessarily
perfeCt synonyms. Although this result appearS to demonstrate a negative
effect of students who Are educated bilinguallk,, it may am the contrary,
suggest th,4 Spanish-speaking'stUdents in tTaditional English instructi6n
do.not develop their'bilinguality to the saie extent, as do stlidents taught
in both-languages. Of additional interest was the suPeriority shown by
Group 3,students in the -digit ,reVersal task in botfi English and Spanish.
As empected, Group 3 Students scored consfderably.higher than Group C
siudents on all Spanish parts of the. test; .0uartiles of the Spanish parts
demonstrated that 75%.'of Group 0' students were consistently at the,level
of the lowest 25% of GrouP Bsstudents. The:resultsl,of this study iointed
to 1) the need for placing greater emphas4s on improving the Englishskills
of.all non-English speaking students; and especially (If these ekludated
bilingually, and 2): some linguistic and o ssible extra-linguistic advan-
.tages of bilingual 'education.

CRITERIA FOR.,SELECTION

G _de (no.
Gioup"

students)
Criterion

emperimental) 7.(19) Enrolled in-school 3 (Re hester, N ) bilingual

8 (13) pregram.

In bilingual education for the last.5 (or more)
-- years.

Live' in the Uni ed States for at least 5 years.

Speak Spanish since Childhood.

.
,

, ..

,,,r control) 7 (19) .Enrolled in school G (Rochester, NY) traditional
8 (f3) program.

Tn traditional Eriglish instrUction for las 3

(or more) ' ars

Live in United States fb]:= at least 3 yea s.

Speak Spanish ildhood.

4i
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Summary

The, reader is again reminded that the L.A.U., since the time of the
reported analyses, has undergone revision. Also, the'reader is.reminded
that the L.A.U. was in part evaluated for something for which it is not
intended; i.e.., its velidity'in determining language proficiency was con-
sidered as well aq it-s validjt in identifyinc, language dominance.' Thi,:-
.0as dbne, in part, out of this resaarther's contern that the assumption
often made that a student is competent in .the language in.which-he or she
is classified as being datinant. The dependenCe of language dominance an
language proficienCy is an issue that should be further studied.. Last,
,the reader is,reminded that this analysis was conducted.by 'one researcher,
and chat additidnal-ealuative input is necessary for 'conclusive assessment._

_With these factors, in:mind, then, Several comments can be presented
regarding language testing, as well as specific suggestions for users of'
:language 4ominance and proficiency tests. In selecting an appropriate
instrument, the following factors should be cons,ideted:

1. That'the instrument has-been su4ject.to severer, not.jost one. or
two, measures of relfability and 4alidity.

1.1-:at a team-of experts, includingkat'least.one linguist, one'
psychologist'one Statistician, and one teache f bilingual
students, has evaluated the testing rationale'and,item.seIection.,

3. That statistical correlations are .rovided-fot test parts aS
,as totals, and'that correlations are,provided for all,ages with
which the test is to 6e used.

4. That comparability' of the Engl sh. and Spanish sections' has been -
thoroughly studied, especially if tes.Onterpretation Is done
by the simple comparison of English and'Spanish scores.

5., that linguistic analySts of the Etems is thpilea.th, i.e., by
methOds.other than the simple counting of words: Syntactic
complexity and lexical difficulty are especially impOrtant.

6: That mady acceptable responses ar provided in.the test manual so
that administrator subjectivit- ,is minimized-as much aso,Tossible:

a,

7. Thatvin addi4on to.these sUggestions, criteria such as those
.published by the Northwest Regional Language Laboratory' be made
known,to test users.

, It is necessary that toth test users and test Aevelopers,become more
,

at..74re of each qther's rightful'concerns. With this accmnpli-shed, new
instruments.can.be both, technically valid and.useble,'and existing tests
can be more effectively administered, and underslood. It is essential that
test users be aware of the'v;ariety.of statistical, linguittic, psychologi-
cal, and other faCtors involved in test valid.ation. These improvements in
.bilingual language assessment are necessary to insure that the linguistic
abilitre's and needs of limited'English-soaakina -tudents.wili,be mosE

- .

accurately identified and these students placed in programs' that-are most
beneficial to them.
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4
For n:AIRlei featur4s such,as'lciss',of "s" in Puerto Ric n speech,

,-
ox2vafiation: of "r" .a.11d "1" are not-scored,as i-AorreCt.

%-t, 7r example; deletion'of 4 single word that: does',not alter the
meaning of the sentenCe. Many stlidents, repeated the sentence -"My books

e'e t ..

4. k on falling'out of my- desk during recess" th:withaut e word "on."
Th41 responses were,sd:Ored A being 6ireCt;

I-

r

,

The test tn its written form,does nOt: 1is4 as acc4ptable respOnses
wotds in different classes, That ii, adjectives must-be- matched with

-adjedtives,,nounsith nouns, etd. .1n the scorin4, hawever; some -

:responses t:Teke considered correct even,if they werknot,of ehe same
class.as th'e cue word. For:example; "trisee (sad) was'scored as a cor-
rlect,respOnse for the item "alegrla" (happineSs).

.
.

"High tel ability refers to 4 correlation dbefficient above .850.

The procedure used. for 'this adjustment was that of linear regres-
Sion. Slopes and interceptS were obtained'from original itter-rater
scattergrams,

For purposes of mOrPh'eme count the
morphblogy were feleto give an artificial
,for purposes of morphological' counting, a
two morphological entities.

,. 8
Syllable count in Spanish w.;s based

For example, the, sentente "Canta a Maria"-
sy14.able's: can-taa-m'a,r1-,4.

c mplexities of Spanish yerb
ly,complex picture. Therefore,
verb was considered as havitg,..

on natural conversational speed.
would be considered to have five.

-

9
A possibly more accurate meas reof.utterance length, Mea4Urini

recorded readinii of th'e utterances,,A not followed, qince,it Was telt
that any 4,enefits that'might be gained did not justify the time and'effort
involved'. '

10
Lekical frequency information was'obtained for both English and

Spanish items in the same dictionary (Eaton 1940)..
11A,

L,ontradictories exhaust options on a scale, e.g., male-female.
Contraries do nocoahaust these ottions., e.g. large-small. Converses

differ in one component, which sw.itches in ar2ument.'e4., a'rent-child:

See Clark ,197?':422 for details..,,

,
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